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Abstract

With the number of vehicles increasing day by day monitor report equally increasing traffic violation of speed limits, the numbers of accidents that are caused because of the speeding have increased at an exponential rate. There are existing law enforcements that do condemn these activities, but the human nature tends to break those. With an autonomous and automated system to regulate the Speed control by taking the advantages of advancements in technologies available can help to bring down the violations of law and thereby bringing the law enforcements at a stricter fashion. Automatic Speed Surveillance and Vehicle Alerting System Using Internet of Things (IoT) makes it easy for the Law enforcers to make the riders to follow the rules in a more permissive way without affecting the flow of traffic and the ride. Connected with Radio Frequency Identification and Wi-Fi with a Controller, the system, when implemented can bring down the speeding problem, with the controls lying on human hand for more accurate and real-time traffic monitoring, thereby not affecting the flow of traffic too. An Indigenous surveillance and alerting system autonomously files the reports when the limits are crossed, making the process of penalizing more sophisticated, thereby exploiting the full potential of the system.
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1. Introduction

It is known that road accidents are increasing day by day. Numerous road accidents are happening because the automobiles are driven at higher speeds even in the places like sharp turnings and junctions exist. Running the automobiles at high speeds even at those places is the major cause for the accidents. 80% of road accidents are caused by human error says a report. Incidentally, the number of accidents for 100 vehicles in India is as high as 3.5 while the figure ranges from 0.4 to 1 in developed countries. Over-speeding usually remains the single biggest cause of road accident deaths in India with over 36% of all road traffic accident deaths occurring solely due to this reason. The implementation of the proposed System yields a dynamic system where the speed controlling is needed according to the traffic and the flow can be set by the traffic controller and that will be transmitted by the beacon at the traffic signal sign boards and thereby the vehicle’s driver will be notified. Violation of the Law for more than several times can be intimated through Internet of Things where all the vehicles are connected to the central server. After many Violations done, the vehicle can be made immobile until the fine levied is cleared and the case is closed. This provides a more secure and dynamic control system to the traffic controllers without needing to worry about the legal procedures that must be done manually which is time consuming and less efficient.

2. Literature Review

The Process of Speed Control in automobiles are done on a variety of types and based on various models proposed due course of the time. Every system has its own unique aspect to consider but if the systems try to achieve one thing in common, most of the systems have the basic infrastructure in common and they differ in the application part where the implementation and technology used may slightly differ[1].

A system has been developed, which considers the following points. The Speed of the Vehicle [11] [12] becomes the major Problem for any system, which is in the process of surveillance. The Vehicle can move at any speed given the control is with the commuter. To measure the speed within the vehicle, the vehicle has inbuilt accelerometer but to measure the speed of the vehicle on the exterior, there are special systems necessary. System uses GPS or the speed of the motor in the system to calculate the running speed of the vehicle[2]. This is one major advantage for most of the existing system. However, using a GSM Module can lead to failure of the intended target that the proposed system tries to achieve in its corresponding field. Controlling the speed of the vehicle by using an in-built autonomous system is commendable but that is a static limit that is fed into the systems cannot be apt for all the regions on which the vehicle tends to travel[3]. A static speed limit means no flexibility and if flexibility is removed, it cannot be made sure that the speed at which the vehicle can travel cannot always be the apt speed limit for all the regions in which the vehicle is travelling [10,13]. The Second Point to be noted in this paper is the application of the break sensors to reduce the speed of the vehicle. This concept can be taken forward to our proposed system where the speed can be gradually reduced based on this system[4].
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Making the beacons an active transmitter of the signals is an innovative initiative, which can be incorporated with any kind of future speed control mechanism but it, needs more citation and improvements since the speed that is being fed into the beacon is still made manually and the process can be automated in future[5]. Therefore, the system being proposed can incorporate the Active transmitter [14] [15] beacons from this system where the active transceiver can be of a major role for the entire system, the process of speed control can be made more dynamic, and real time by making the vehicles to follow the rules imposed on them[6].

An Autonomous machine needs a processing system that can control not only the entire activities of the system on which the process is implemented, but also to perform the external commands received. So, a suitable Micro-controller is to be chosen for the proposed system so that the process can be more streamlined and autonomous in the implementation. And this should also be simple, portable and light weight so that the system can be implemented on a much larger scale[7].

Considering the potential of Internet of Things, linking of vehicles to a central server helps us to automate the process of fine collection, which helps us to be more productive and automated thereby enforcing the law at a stricter and more advanced manner by which the commuter can neither break the law nor forge it thus enabling a network of connected vehicles that follow the rules and move peacefully and in a clear flow[8]. Thus, making the system a self-sustaining one-point solution for the monitoring [16] – [18] of the overspeed vehicles, controlling the speeds of the vehicles on their own and the solution for some risk free and safe roads[9].

3. Objective

The main objective of the system is to provide a fully autonomous and flexible system for the process of speed monitoring and detecting to regulate the traffic that can occur at any point of the roads and this project helps in customizing the speed limits according to the live traffic of the region. Considering the potential of the applied Internet of things framework in the background, the vehicles that cross the overspeed limits the reports can be generated instantaneously and the commuter can be forbidden from taking the vehicle furthermore. The vehicle can be remotely locked from turning on again so that only after clearing of all charges on the owner of the vehicle will the vehicle be able to turn on again and continue the travel. This System makes it easy for the authorities to find and eliminate the over speed vehicles on the roads providing a safe and secure roadside for the fellow travellers on the roads.

4. Proposed System

In the proposed system, all the vehicles should be equipped with the automatic control system unit. This includes an RFID reader, a control board, an LCD screen, a buzzer and an ECU. Tags are installed at the beginning of speed limit zone and at traffic signal. When a vehicle enters the speed limit zone, the beacons transmit the message to the Tag code. This code indicates the speed which is to be maintained at that area. Transceiver transfers tag code to Control Board. When the controller gets the code, it senses the speed that is to be maintained in that area and registers. Then it compares the speed of the vehicle with the specified speed limit. If vehicle speed is lower or equal to the specified speed limit, no action is taken. But if vehicle speed is more the siren turns ON and the commuter is asked to reduce the vehicle speed down to the obtained limit. If the traveller reduces the speed, the vehicle can move. Instead if the speed is not reduced within the stipulated time, the Engine control unit (ECU) takes over and stops the vehicle and a notification is sent to the server that the speed limit has been breached in that vehicle.

When this speed breach happens for more than the specified count that is registered in the server, the vehicle is not allowed to turn on after it is being turned off and it can again be turned on only after the clearance of the over speed charges that is imposed on that vehicle. This process ensures the active surveillance and fine imposition on the vehicle automatically and more accurately. Proposed system has the advantage that there is no available existing system that fully takes care of the problem statements. The application reduces the work of the users or the photographers to manually look into the process. Instead this system with a task manager and a checklist remains as a system of ease for every user.

The system mainly has seven important components: EM18 RFID Reader Module, Motor, LCD Display, Power Supply, Micro-Controller, Proximity Sensors and Drivers. The system board is based on EM-18 RFID module using the board with microcontrollers to read a card’s data is very simple and requires just a serial connection. The board has a 5V voltage regulator, so it can be powered by 9–15V DC adaptor. The system purely is implemented on the speed of the motor and how it is operated and stopped. So, 10RPM 12V DC motors are used with Gearbox which can be scaled up to x1000 times so that it imitates an actual running motor. LCD Display displays the notification that should be notified to the user like the speed limits and the overspeed warnings. They are one of the most sophisticated display devices available. All components in the system runs in 12C DC Current which can easily obtained from the battery of the Moving vehicle. So in the prototype Step down transformer is used to reduce the current from 240V to 12V and an ADC to convert current from AC to DC Current. The major part in the entire system is the Micro Controller which is a general-purpose device that integrates several components of a microprocessor system on to single chip. Proximity Sensors are used to know the distance between the beacon and the vehicle. The Drivers are used in places where the DC Motor used needs to be controlled. The Drivers obtain signals from the Micro-Controller and controls the motor. This allows the micro-controller to feel less pressure and more smooth performance.
Advantages of Proposed System

- Full fledged implementation of the Speed Control System
- Real-Time Speed Limit Set-up
- Autonomous Control of speed in every individual vehicle.
- “Speed Limit crossed” Notification on every vehicle
- Autonomous Vehicle stopping mechanism without affecting the traffic.
- Speed Control is established based on the live traffic that is prevailing on the regions.

5. Conclusion

The research The Proposed System when implemented over a huge Geographical area, can be utilized for the monitoring of the traffic and control of it at a much advanced and automated way. With an area specific speed limit setting with regards to the live traffic in that area can be more accurate than the static speed limit beacons that are erected in every area. This ensures the dynamic speed control over areas therefore making the control system more adaptive and responsive. The Fine collection and case imposing for the speeding violation is also automated. Thus, the commuter is made to follow the rules without being able to break the law of the region thus maintaining the flow and harmony of the traffic and reducing the death toll due to the overspeed accidents caused everywhere. This system can also be used to maintain safe roads in the regions so that the speed limits can be gradually increased on roads and therefore reducing the commute time for the travelers and all the other commuters on road, therefore reducing the work of the scrutinizers who are responsible for maintaining the harmony on road.

6. Limitations and Future Research

When this system is implemented on a large geographical area and at this potential, there are endless possibilities for future enhancements in this system. One of the Major enhancement that can be done in this system is the integration of Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence into the system so that the Manual speed setup can be evicted, and a smoother speed limit is set automatically based on the traffic that is available in the roads at that particular point of time, and thus increasing the speed limits of the roads, providing safer roads over any region. With the enormous technological advancements, this system can also be integrated along with the Autonomous vehicles that are being developed so that the entire network of vehicles can communicate amongst themselves making the commuter to feel less pressure of driving and also giving the pleasure of the travel. The enhancements can make the system more autonomous, soothing and a lively system to implement on the roads.
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